GRADUATE SCHOOL RESOURCES

Take advantage of the Graduate School’s professional development resources (https://grad.wisc.edu/pd/) to build skills, thrive academically, and launch your career.

PROGRAM RESOURCES

HRSP faculty conduct comprehensive annual reviews of each HSRP graduate student, providing confidential feedback to each student’s own self-assessment. This combination provides a great launch for a meaningful goal setting. HSRP faculty are committed to coaching graduate students to grow as instructors and to mentoring them in this dimension, complementing the wealth of campus resources for teaching and learning. The School of Pharmacy’s Sonderegger Research Center regularly hosts “Brown Bag” lunches where HSRP graduate students can interact informally with SRC staff. There is increased emphasis to connect current students to PhD alumni (e.g. via Skype “informational interviews”) for career discussions and mentoring. The School of Pharmacy student body, along with those from other UW-Madison health professional schools, participates in a number of annual “Lunch and Learn” events throughout the academic year to build community and talk about other challenges regarding diversity, equity, inclusivity, and climate in higher education.